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CERTAIN TROPHIC AND INTRAPOPULATION CONDITIONS 
OF THE PINE MOTH (DENDROLIMUS PINI L.) OUTBREAKS 

ABSTRACT: Paper presents results of studies on the impact of group effect and food kind s upon 
the morphofunctional status of Dendro/imus pini L. caterpillars. Significant impact of group effect 
was found, especially in older instars of caterpillars (L;i and L ), and a favourable influence of using a 4 
more appropriate food of two years old needles durmg spring feeding and one year needles during 
autumnal feeding upon caterpillars. No significant differences were found in the morphofunctional 
status of caterpillars fed with the foliage of Scots pines coming from stands in the II and VI age-classes 
and with I and III site indices. 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE OF STUDIES 

In the course of recent several years there appeared a series of papers concerning the impact 
of previously underestimated ecological factors, particularly food quality ( and more precisely , 
physiological status of host plants affecting the quality of food) and intrapopulation factors 
upon processes of the dynamics of insect populations. Such syntheses were done by: 
Schwerdtfeger (1957), Rudnev (1962), and V iktorov (1971).Theyfound 

that both, above mentioned groups of factors ought to be considered as ones having a 
significant and even decissive impact upon the course of outbreak processes. Due to this, these 
factors were considered (to a possible extent) in presented here studies on the ecology of pine 
rroth. From papers by B u r z y n ski (1 %6), Gu n i a (1967), Lu t ere k (1969), and 
Lesniak (1971) it results that there are no univocal relationships between numbers of 
defoliators and the content of N, P, K, carbohydrates, proteins, and fats in needles. Recently 
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published papers of so-called Ukrainian school (e.g. Rud n e v L 962, Grim a I~ k i j 1971) 
aimed at the determination of relationship between numbers of harmful insect defoliators and 
the content of "protective" substances (volatile oils, terpcnoids) in needles and the intensity of 
their discharge. 

The present studies carried out by the author on numbers of pine moth population in stands 
of various age-classes and on sites with various. quality (L e s n i a k 1976a) a differentiated 
emergency of stands from various age-classes and with various site indices by the pine moth was 
indicated. The highest emergency was found in the II and lII age-class and with the Ill and. IV 
site indices. These facts inclined the author to carry out laboratory experiments on the feeding 
of pine moth on needles from stands with a higher and lower emergency. Previously mentioned 
research (Le s n i a k 1976a) led also to putting for~ard a hypothesis on the existence of the 
relationship between the level of growth substances (auxins) in the host plant and numbers of 
the noxious phytophag. This is why experiments on the usefulness of one year and two years 
old needles as food were carried out. Two years old foliage, as indicated in ·studies by 
Rutter (1957) and S mi r no v (1964), decidedly differs in the content of growth 
substances from one year old foliage. 

The newest theories on the dynamics of insect populations (V i k t o r o v 1971) consider 
intrapopulation factors, besides of trophic ones, as particularly relevant. From among them the 
group effect and mass effect are considered the most important. The group effect, unlike the 
mass effect - "interforence" (S c h we r d t f e g er 1957), occurs not at the end of an out
break, but at its beginning and plays a positive · role in intensifying outbreak processes. Mass 
effect (overdensity) completes outbreak processes by a decrease in fertility, creation of 
migratory forms, increase in susceptibility to diseases and epizooties. This effect has an action 
in a sense contradictory to the action of group effect and was particularly intensively studied 
by American ecologists from the "Chicago school" (A 11 e e et. al., 1958). On the other hand 
the group effect and its significance for population processes in forest insects of our climatic 
zone was not understood yet. . 

The group effect, as defined previously (Lesniak 1974), brings about an inc'rease iii 
biotic potential of insects (and also other animals) caused by a definite, specific for species, 
intensity of contacts with individuals of the same or also some other species. Group effect is a 
phenomenon of neuroendocrinic origin expressed by a complex of ethological, morphological, 
biological~cophysiological, anatomical, histological, and biochemical variations. These 
variations were presented in an extensive literature by Matte (1947), Chauvin (1949, 
1967), E 11 is (1951), Saro v (1953), B .o bin's k aj a (1971), Sau Ii c (1975) and 
mmy others. D aj oz (1970) considers the group effect as a prime biotic factor (from among 
homotypical responses), deciding about the cdurse of processes of the dynamics of insect 
populations and also of other animals. The group effect of forest insects was not yet studied in 
Poland. Hence the study on this factor was undertaken. 

2. SCOPE AND PROCEDURE OF WORK 

The development of study procedure adequate to assumptions encountered at the beginning 
great difficulties. This concerned an objective and at the same time numerical determination of 
the intensity of coloration of test organisms - caterpillars of the pine moth. In numerous field 
observations di&tinctly different coloration of this moth caterpillars, dependent upon 
environmental conditions and population density has been noted frequently. This coloration, 
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similarly as indicated in literature variable coloration of other insects (Nun berg 1947, 

Chauvin 1949, Saro v 1953) is an expression of definite constitutional status of given 

organism1 
, the darker and more intensive it is, the more vigorous, fertile, and resistant against 

the action of hoth ahiotic and biotic (diseases, parasites) factors is the organism studied. 

Objective determination of colour intensity is thus an indispensable component of the 

technique of recognition of conditions and factors significantly affecting the course of 

processes of population dynamics of the insect studied. 

The present studies were started after the development of author 's own technique for 

measuring the intensity of coloration in multi-coloured (;aterpillars of the pine moth 

(Lesniak 1972). 
Experimental cultures of caterpillars were carried out under laboratory conditions in glassy 

howls with the volume of ea l,500cm 3 (experiments) and in big (30 x 30 x 80 cm) breeding 

cages and aquaria (preliminary cultures). At first howls have been placed on plastic discs with a 

small opening, through which pine twigs were strewn. Ends of twigs were immersed in 

crystallizers with water. When it appeared that it favoured the development of pathogenic 

fungi, next cultures were carried out in howls placed directly in crystallizers without any water. 

This way proved to he favourable, because during daily or even done at each second day change · 

of twigs foliage was not excessively dry and destruction done by parasitic fungi in culture was 

avoided. Series of culture experiments consisted on average of 50 howls and circa 

150 caterpillars. The experiments served for simultaneous studies on: the group effect 

(caterpillars were kept singly and in groups of 10 caterpiJlars each) and the effect of various 

kinds of food (one and two years old needles, foliage from stands at various age ard with 

different site indices). One experiment (no. 5) was devoted to studying the group effect in 

caterpillars originated from the crossing of moths from one outbreak renter (called here 

"intraarea" crossing) and from the crossing of moths from two separate outbreak centers, 

namely the Solski and Nadnotecki Forests ("interarea" crossing). Studies were carried out 

during years of 1972-1974. Altogether there were carried out 6 separate, long-term, two factor 

experiments, in which each variant had at least 5 replications. Experiments were carried out 

during two periods dependent upon possibilities of getting a great number of./Jendrolimus pini 

caterpillars in field. The first period concerned older caterpillar~ (L3 and L4 instars) collected 

during so-called autumnal search after pine pests and was taking place during first quarters of 

successive years. During the second period juvenile caterpillars (L 2 instar) have been studied 

during third quarters of years. Winter-spring experiments characterized the situation in 

physiological status of the host plant during the spring feeding by the pine rroth, while 

autumnal experiments - a .similar situation specific for 'the autumnal feeding. 

In all experiments preliminary cultures of pine moth caterpillars were used in order to 

eliminate weakened individuals and -to obtain thus more uniform populations. Then caterpillars 

have been randomly taken for different variants and replications of experiments. Uniform 

nature of the whole material studied in respect to intensity of coloration was tested with the 

aid of the analysis of variance of results for the first date of measurements. Analysis of variance 

was applied also for the determination of significance of the variation in measurement results 

for the coloration of caterpillars at a second date, which took place after four or six weeks of 

carrying out experiments under definite conditions. Date~ of measurements depended upon 

periods of molts. Before and after· a molt caterpillars so strongly change their coloration that it 

makes impossible concluding about their morphofunctional status. 

1 The manifestation of consitulional status by different coloration Sar o·v (1953)calls a morphofunction

al status. Also the expression - morphophysiological status is to be met. 



Table l. Changes in morphofunctional status of Dendrolimus pini L. caterpillars under the impact of group effect and consumption of various food 

No. of experiment (Arabic nu- Average intensities of caterpillar coloration in luxes at date I and 11 for: 
merals) and dates of measure• Kind of food: 

Caterpillar reared: ments (Roman numerals) needles experimental experimental replications 
variants 

instar L3 , L4 : 8.8 8.6 8.5 8.4 8.1 8.48 1 two years old in groups - - - --
,1.5 4.9 4.0 4.5 5.2 4.62 

I 
7.9 9.0 8.8 8.9 8.2 8.56 Jan., 14, 1972 one year old in groups - - - - -
3.4 5.8 7.2 5.4 6.9 6.11 

7.2 8.2 9.1 7.2 8 .8 8.J 0 II two years old singly - - - - --
5.5 5.4 4.0 5.5 4.4 4. .96 

Feh., 14, 1972 
11.0 8.8 7.2 8.8 l l.O 9.:Hi one year old singly -- - - - -- --
J0.9 7.2 ,+.4 5.5 4.4 6.48 

instar L2 : 12.2 12.2 12.6 9.9 9.9 13.J I l.65 2 one year old in groups -- -- -- -
5.5 5.3 5.7 6.9 :i.6 6.6 5.93 

I 
10.8 9.9 10.7 11.9 10.4 9.9 10.60 Aug., 12, 1972 two years old in groups - --

8.6 6.7 8.9 6.6 7.9 6.8 7.58 

11.0 11.0 14.3 11.0 J:l.2 11.0 11.92 II one year old singly -- -- -- -- -- --
10.9 10.9 12.3 .5.5 8.1 10.9 9.77 

14.3 14.3 8.8 14.3. 11.0 7.2 l l.6:i Oct., 20, 1972 t,vo years old singly -- - - --
5.5 10.6 8.7 8.3 7.2 7.1 7.90 

inslar L2 : 
3 from stands with 13.6 13.2 11.3 13.6 13.6 13.26 

in groups -- --the I site index 8.3 8.8 9.0 9.6 6.8 8.50 
I from stands with 12.3 12.9 13.0 11.l 13.9 12.64 

in groups -- -- -- --Aug., 14, 1972 the Ill site index 10.0 7.3 8.0 7.4 7.0 7.94 
11 from stands with 14.3 11.0 11.0 13.2 12.2 12.34 

singly -- -- --Oct., 20, 1972 the I site index 11.0 8.8 10.9 8.0 8.0 9.34 
from stands with 14.3 14.3 14.3 14.:1 14.3 14.30 

singly -- -- -- -- -- --the ltl site index 14.2 14.2 9.3 7.2 11.0 11.18 



instar L4 • L5 : 

4 two years old in groups 
8.8 
2.1 

9.9 -
4.2 

8.2 
2.8 

8.6 
2.5 

7.7 
3.2 

8.64 
2.96 

I 
Febr., 6, 1973 one year old in groups 

9.7 

7.2 

9.0 -
2.9 

8.7 

5.0 

9.5 -
4.0 

8.8 

2.9 

9.14 

4.40 

II two years old singly 5.5 9.1 - 11.0 7.2 11.0 8.76 
5.4 7.3 8.8 7.1 7.2 7.16 

Mar., 7, 1973 o~e year old singly 7.2 

2.8 

7.2 

4.7 

14.3 

11.0 
11.6 

9.4 

11.0 

10.9 
10.26 

7.76 

~star L2 f~?m: . 
5 mter-area crossmgs, 10.8 - 8.9 10.7 8.6 10.8 10.6 13.0 10.0 10.7 10.46 

in groups 9.2 8.8 8.3 7.2 7.7 8.4 9.1 8.8 8.1 8.40 

I ''intra.area'' crossings, 9.2 9.7 9.7 9.5 9.5 10.3 ----- 9.1 10.4 -- 9.4 9.64 
June, 6, 1973 in groups 6.4 5.6 7.6 4.9 4.5 8.9 5.1 8.3 7.0 6.48 

II "inter•area" crossings, 8.8 11.0 11.0 5.5 5.5 11.0 17.6 17.6 -- 11.0 11.00 
July, 7, 1973 ;,ingly 7.2 8.8 7.2 5.4 5.4 10.9 8.9 11.0 10.9 8.41 

"intra-area" crossings, 14.3 14.3 ---- 14.3 14.3 14.3 17.6 11.0 11.0 -------- 14.3 13.93 
singly 11.0 7.2 8.8 5.5 11.0 11.0 10.9 7.2 11.0 9.29 

6 from trees in the II 
age-class in groups 

6.5 

3.9 

7.2 

4.2 

5.4 

4.7 

6.5 

4.4 
~ 
4.9 

6.42 

4.42 
I 
Dec., 21, 1973 

from trees in the VI 
age-class in groups 

10.3 

5.8 

6.8 

6.9 

6.8 

3.4 

7.2 

3.6 
6.1 
4.3 

7.44 
4.80 

II 
Fehr., 8, 1974 

from trees in the II 
age-class singly 

7.2 

5.0 

7.2 

8.3 
8.3 

9.9 

8.3 
12.4 

7.2 

7.1 
7.64 

8.54 

from trees in the VI 
age-class . singly 

7.2 

8.8 
7.7 
9.9 

7.2 
8.8 

5.5 

8.8 

8.3 

7.2 
7.18 

8.70 
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All experiments were carried out, as a principle, until the emergence ~f anothe~ generation. 
However, measurements of the intensity of coloration in caterpillars have been taken only 
during the initial phase of experiments. (Results of measurements were based on ai least two 
separate readings from the scale of exposure meter). This was done due to the high mortality of 
caterpillars kept singly. This mortality in all cultures was close to 80%. In group cultures 
mortality in general fluctuated within ea 10%. 

Experiments included also measurements of caterpillar biomass, observations on their 
mobility and the degree of filling of body cavity. Caterpillars kept under inferior conditions 
were more limp and had other proportions between diameter and length. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Table l presents detailed results of the six experiments on the group effect and that of 
nutrition with various food upon pine !fioth caterpillars. From the table one can read average 
values of results of measurements of the intensity of caterpillar coloration for individual 
replications and variants of the experiment, as well as the range of individual variation under 
the impact of various culture conditions described in Table I. 

In order to facilitate the synthesis of results, on the basis of Table I , Table II was prepared. 
Table II contaitjs values (in luxes) of gains in colour intensity, which occu1Ted in caterpillars 
under the impact of definite conditions of culture between two dates of measurements. Table II 
contains also the differentiation of gains discussed above, which characterize the greater or 
smaller usefulness of definite food or method of culture for pine moth caterpillars. 

As mentioned previously, the higher intensity of the coloration of caterpillars studied 
evidences their higher vigour, resistance, etc. All cate1pillars darkened in the course of culture 
(it is phenomenon known from long ago), hut the intensity of darkming was uneven and 
dependent upon the quality of food or conditions of culture . 

Parallel measurements of biomass values (Table III) gave results confirming the appraisal of 
the quality of culture conditions made on the basis of presented measure11Ents of coloration. 
Observations on mobility and shape of caterpillars studied are concordant with the above. /\fore 
mobile caterpillars with full shape are at the same time more intensively coloured and weigh by · 
far more. 

Carried out studies enable following statements: 
l. Under conditions studied the group effect appeared to be the stronger factor than 

alterations in food quality. This effect was most pronounced in the differentiation of mortality 
and biomass in caterpillars kept in groups and singly. Changes in the morphofunctional status of 
Dendrolimus pini L. caterpillars expressed by results of measurements of colour intensity and 
caused by group effect also were statistically significant or highly significant (Table IV). The 
impact of group effect was also obviously manifested in ethologi' al observations on the 
mobility of caterpillars and on the filling of body cavity in them. , 

2. The phenomenon of group effect in ca_terpillars studied occurred irrespectively of the 
date of a culture, but its intensity was greater in older caterpillars and when a more favourable 
food was applied (Table II) . · 

3. There was found no group effect in caterpillars kept in laboratory during two generations 
(experiment 5) or fed with unsuitable food (experiment 1, variant with one year old foliage and 
experiment 2, variant with 2 years old foliage) . 

4. Present studies confirmed earlier results of the work by the author (L-P. s n i a k 1973) 
on the higher usefulness of h~o years old foliage for the spring feeding by tl>.e pine moth and 
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Table II. Increase in the intensity of colour (in luxes) of D. pini L. caterpillars and changes in their 
morphofunctional status under the unpact of group effect and consumption of various food 

No. and date 
of experiment 

1 
winter /spring 

2 
summer/autumn 

3 
summer/autumn 

4 
winter/spring 

5 
summer/autumn 

6 
winter/spring 

one year old 

Kind of needles 

two years old 
one year old 

differences in coloration increase 

one year old 
two years old 

· differences in coloration increase 

from stands with I site index 
from stands with 111 site index 

differences in coloration increase 

two years old 
one year old 

differences in coloration increase 

caterpillars from "intra-area" 
crossings 

caterpillars from " inter-area" 
crossings 

differences in coloration increase 

from stands in the II age-class 
from stands in the VI age-class 

differences in coloration increase 

foliage - for autumnal feeding. 

Increase in average colour 
intensity for rearings 

in groups individual 

3.86 3.14 
2.42 2.88 

1.44 0.22 

5.72 2.15 
3.02 3.75 

2.70 - 1.60 

4.76 3.00 
4.70 3.12 

0.06 -0.12 

5.68 J.60 
4.74 4.08 

0.94 -2.48 

3.17 4.64 

2.06 2.59 

1.11 2.05 

7.00 4.10 
7.64 3.48 

-0.64 0.62 • 

Differences in the 
increase in colour 

intensity for group 
and individ"ual 

rearings 

0.72 
-0.46 

i; 0.26 

3.57 
-0.73 

I: 2.84 

1.76 
1.58 

l: 3.34 

4.08 
0.66 

I: 4.74 

-1.47 :t 
group 

-0.53 effect 

I: -2.00 

2.90 
4.16 

I: 7.06 

No significant differentiation was found 
(Table IV) in the inorphofunctional status of caterpillars fed with needles from stands in the II 
and VI age-class and with the I and III site indices. 

5. Results of the experiment 5 indicated a higher vigour of caterpillars obtained from the 
crossing of moths coning from one outbreak center than those from the crossing from two 
distant outbreak centers. This fact confirms reported earlier possibilities and need of under
taking studies on genetic methods of pine moth control (L e s n i a k 1976b ). 

Discussion of the presented research findings is difficult due to the lack of corresponding 
studies on other insects. -It is outright od.dly enough why in our climatic zone studies on the 
dynamics of insect populations - important in economic respect components of forest bio
coenoses - deal mostly with a definite synecological level, namely the impact of parasites and, 
eventually, predators. In Poland this phenomenon is particularly obvious, not only due to the 
lack of demecological studies, but also due to the shortage of studies on phenomena occurring 
in the pattern: host plant - phytophag. Presented results of experiments indicate the 
purposefullness of undertaking such kind of research the more, that they do no.t give adequate 
answers to numerous important questions. 

6 - Ekol. pol., 24; 4 
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Whilf' laking into consideration the presented vastness and intensity of changes caused hy 
tlw group rff,·et; its ronsiderable impacl upon processes of pine moth population dynamics is 
beyond any doubl. a\d equatc field research on this problem, ho wever. is still lacking. This is 
why 011ly certain a~sumptions may be presented here. 

TaLI<• Ill. Average biomasses (in mg) of/). pini catrrpillars raised in groups and individually 011 Sco ts pine 
nf'cdk., of I arious kinds ( caterpillar, were weighed in the !Ind date of coloration measurcm1·nls) 

Calerpillar, reared: 
No. of e\pe- Caterpillar 

Kind of m·edl"s 
nmenl instar in groups ,ingly 

one year old L2 :184/97P 299 (100'1/o mo rlalit y)' 
2 

l\\o }Car, old L2 :14 l /.1,68 .1 '' 284/:i8:i.;; 

from ,Lamb of lhc I 
L2 HIO 211 11 

sil,· indt:\ 
:1 

from ~land~ of the Jll 
.iJ 0 JI) I '-2 site index 

two year,, old L4 Ls 2,16-i [JI 1<1 
4 

one year old L4 Ls J.8:11 1,2:iO 

ca terpillars from ., L2 i6 I 2:11 
Hin tra-area crossing~ 

5 
caterpillar, from 

L2 ~:lb 180 "inter-area ., crossings 

from ,Lands of I he II 
L3 L4 461 2811 

age dass 
(i 

from stand~ of lhe \'I 
l.3 L4 28 1) I 70 

a~e dass 
--- --·--

'\,fra,urem~nl III D,·,·ember [972. 

I l ~erm~ that conS<'1p1ence., of the group effect are the factor enabling I h,, species at initial 
~tage~ of an oulbrea~ lo escape the control of non -~pt'cific enrmic~ through a cun,:.iderabk . 5tep 
incrra'>(' m population Je11s1ty. Suc h an inereabe in <lc11i-1ly from p;enP.ration lo ge neration i, 
ea11<-"d h) a rt'!llarkable ril>f' in ferti lity under the impact of group efft>d (Saro v L 95;-1 , 
I. e ~ n i a k l 97 i~ ). Change in qwility (inrrra~e in rebi~lann· , i~unr. feerlill{! intcn~ity . etc.) of 
rndivi ':1als in population, in which occurred the phenomenon of group effect may on the nther 
hand enablr the maintaining of given ~peeie~ al a higher than usual dr·n,ity on area!- with 
condit ions for nistence deviating from an optimum. !'his mean~ that group effect, and rather 
its con::,('qt1em•1·~ rou ld permit the exten~ion of ou tbreak by the formation of rxtensive. 
,ccondary outbreak center~. On thr otlwr hand the formation of tertiary ou tbrea k Ct'nler 
,~ilh a l<H\ amplitudr of fl11duation, in 1111 111brrs ma h,· 1·011nt•1·Lerl \\ith tlw 111i1c,rration of 

111d1viduab inferior • in bn•ed ing re1>perl , relf'a,-ed b) the impad of mass efft•e l · -- "interfo
r1•111-r" in '-ch1,erdtfeger·~ approach. One may cite here the opi111on o f Vik t o r o, 
( 11)71) that grow 111g numbers of population lead finally to th e impairment of fertilit~ . 
int,•w-ification. of migrational activity, increase in tht' propurlion of male~ or Lliapau
,mg indi\i1foals. and jointly - to the impairment of reprod11.-tio11 potential of the po · 
p11latw11 \JI the,-t• pht>nomena concern, of course, the " ma,;:, effr<'t .. - that of e,ces,ive 



Table IV. Analyses of ,ariane,· - /.' values eakulated for subsequent experiments with changes of morphofunctional status of D. pini caterpillars 

No. of expcnmt>nt 

F artor Oates 
l 2 3 4 5 6 

F theor - 0.05 F theor - 0.05 F thcor - 0.05 F theor - 0.05 F theor - O.O:; F theor - 0.05 
4.49 4.35 4.49 4 .49 4.15 4.49 

Group effect I l I 1 1 8.48* 1 
(E) ll l 9.64** 5.85* 16.60** 435* i8.72** 

l 2-io l l Kind of food 1.20 L.52 1 
(R) ll .,.~:r I 1 1.10 l 

Interaction l L.80 l 7.30* 1 5.10* 2.49 
(£ X R) II l 1,.92* I I 4.34* 1 

*Significant difterences ( 0. 03 level of ,ignif1ca11cd. 
**highly sigmfo·ant d1ffrrences (0.01 ievd ot ,ig.111l1<·J11re). 

L 
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density (occurring in the final phase of an outbreak), and not the group effect occurring at an 

optimal density during the early stage of an outbreak. 
Statement about the higher intensity of the impact of group effect in older caterpillars seems 

justified. The group effect is a neuroendocrinic phenommon. Older caterpillars have 

presumably better developed nervous and endocrinic systems. Along with "ageing" of 

caterpillars under field conditions their numbers decrease, hence lower intensity of contacts 
with other caterpillars and a higher "demand" for contacts. Laboratory conditions with 

constant c'ensity of caterpillars make this relationship more obvious. 
The explanation why inferior food conditions lower or even eliminate the impact of group 

effect is rather purely physiological question. On the other hand, comtatation of this 

phenomenon inclines to assume the possibility of the existence of a feed-back accelerating or 

inhibiting outbreak processes in nature. This feed-back would consist in the fact that under 

favourable conditiuns of existence in definite areas a slower decr~ase in the number of juvenile 
caterpillars would render possible simultaneous acceleration of the rate of their development 

caused by the group effect. Consequently, there would be formed not only more numerous, but 
also stronger populat10n assurring a step increase in numbers of the following generation. On 

the other hand, in the case of adverse conditions of existence, the rapid decline in population 

density caused by a high mortality of juvenile individuals is combined at the same time with a 

quicker cessation of the impact. of group effect and the following generation maintains itself at 

a previous level of numbers or even at a lower one . The situation may be similar in relation to 

the quantity of easily accessible for caterpillars, more favourable (depending upon the time of 
feeding) food - two or one }!f,ar old needles. 

Jn experiments carried out (3 and 6) no entirely significant rlifferences in nutritional quality 

of foliage from stands with I and III site indices and in II and VI age-classes for pine moth 

caterpillars were found. It is to some extent contradictory with results of the paper on forest 

stand and site conditions for the pine moth outbreaks (L e s n i a k 1976a). It should, how
ever, ·to be stressed here that laboratory experiments did not consider the significant for 
calt•rpitlars quantitative relation between one year old and two years old foliage, which exists in 

field and could not apparently consider also a whole complex of biotic factors, the impact of 

which is decidedly different in stands of various age,classes and with different site indices. 

4. SUMMARY 

Six long term, two factor experiments on the impact of group effect and nutrition with various kinds uf 

food upo~ the morphofunctional status of Dendrolimus pini L. caterpillars were carried out during years of 
1972- 1974. 

MeasurementJ of the intensity of caterpillar coloration with the aid of author's O\rl method (Le s n i a k 
1972), measurements of biomass, and ethological observations were used in these experiments. 

The work gave following results: 
l. The group effect was under conditions studied a factor with a stronger impact than alterations in food 

quality . The group effect was expressed by a high differentiation in mortality and biomass increments in 

caterpillars kepi in groups and singly. Alterahons of the morphofunctional status of D. pini caterpillars, 
expressed by different intensity of coloration appeared al8() statistically significant and highly significant 

(Table IV). The impact of group effect "as manifested also by a greater mobility and haleness of caterpillars 
kept in groups. . 

2. The phenomenon of group effect in caterpillars studied occurred irrespectively of the date of culture, 
but its intensity was higher in older caterpillars and with the uoe of more favourable food. 

3. There was fou'nd no occurrence of group effect in caterpillars raised in laboratory during two genera
tions or fed with inadequate food. 

4. The studies confirmed earlier results of work by thl' author (Lesniak 1973) on the higher 
usefulness of two years old foliage of the Scots pine for D. pini caterpillars during their spring feeding and 
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one year old foliage - during autumn. Th/re was found no significant differentiation (Table IV ) in the 
morphofunctional status of caterpillars fed ~ith needles from stands of the II and VI age-classes and with I 
and III site indices. 

5. A higher vigour of caterpillars obtained from crossings of moths coming from one outbreak center, 
when compared with crossings of moths from two distant outbreak centers was noted as a result of studies. 

Discussion presents opinions on the relevance of above results for the understanding and interpretation of 
the course of outbreak processes in D. pin i. 

5. POLISH SUMMARY (STRESZCZENIE) 

W latach 1972-1974 pneprowadzono szes<' dlugoterminowych doswiadczeri dwuczynnikowych doty
cz4cych wplywu efektu grupy i od:iywiania ro:inym pokarmem na stan n'lorfot'unkcjonalny gfSienic 
Dendrolimus pini L. 

W doswiadczeniach stosowano pomiary intensywnosci zabarwienfa. g<!sienic wlasn<J metod4 (Les n,1 a k 
1972) oraz pomiary biomasy i obserwacje etologiczne. 

Wyniki pracy S<! nast~puj-4ce: 
l. W badanych warunkach efekt grupy byl czynnikiem silniej dzialaj-1cym ni:i zmiany jakosci pokarmu. 

Efekt grupy wyrazal sif silnym zro:inicowaniem smiertelnosci i przyrost6w biomasy u g4sienic hodowanych 
w grupach i pojedynczo. Statystycznie istotne lub bardzo istotne (tab. IV) okazafy si~ tak:ie, spowodowane 
dzialaniem efektu grupy, zmiany stanu mort"ofunkcjonalnego g4sienic D. pini, wyra:ione odmiennymi 
intensywnosciani zabarwienia. Dzialanie efektu grupy uzewn~trznialo sir rowniei. w wii;kszej ruchhwosci i 
ji;dmosci g-1sienic hodowanych w grupach. 

2. Zjawisko efektu grupy u badanych g~sienic wyst~powalo niezale:inie od terminu hodowli, jednak:ie 
jego nasilenie byro wirksze u starszych g:i_sienic i przy stosowaniu korzystniejszego pokarmu. 

3. Nie stwierdzono wystfpowania efektu grupy u g~sienic hodowanych w laboratorium przez dwa poko
lenia lub odzywianych nieodpowiednim pokarinem. 

4. W badaniach potwierdzono wczesniejsze wyniki pracy autora (Le~ n I a k 1973) o wyzszej przy
datnosci dla g4sienic D. pini dwuletniego igliwia sosny zwyC'tajnej w terminie zero..,· wiosennych i jedno
rocznego jesienilj_. Nie stwierdzono istotnego zr6znicowania (tab. IV) stanu m:,rfofunkcjonalnego u gl!5ienic 
od:iywianych igliwiem z drzewostanow II i VI klasy wieku oraz I i III bonitacji siedliska. 

5. W wyniku badari zauwa:iono wyzsz4 :iywotnosc g4sienic uzyskanych ze skrzyiowan motyli pocho
dz-1cych z jednego ogniska gradacyjnego niz ze skrzyzowari z dwu odleglych ognisk gradacyjnych. 

W dyskusji przedstawiono pogl4dy na temat znaczenia powy:iszych wymkow dla poznania i interpretacji 
przebiegu proccs6w gradacyjnych D. pin i. 
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